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ii THE SAINT JOHN AND QUEBEC1
gay 1920 RAILWAY COMPANY DEFEND- APPELLANT

Jne 27
ANT

AND

THE BANK OF BRITISH NORTh
AMERICA PLAINTIFF AND THE
HIBBARD COMPANY DEFEND-

RESPONDENTS

ANT

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF NEW BRUNSWICK

Debtor and creditorAssignment of ckzimNotice to debt orComet ructive

notice

Notice to the solicitor of debtor that the claim against the latter was
to be paid to third party is notice to the debtor himself that

such claim had been assigned

Per Duff The information given to the solicitor placed before the

debtor constituted notice

APPEAL from decision of the Appellate Division of

the Supreme Court of New Brunswick affirming the

judgment on the trial in favour of the plaintiff bank

The only question dealt with on the decision of this

appeal was whether or not the appellant had notice of

the assignment to the bank of the claim of the respond

ent The Hibbard Company The notice to appel
lants solicitor was given in the manner set out in

the judgments reported

PREsE5..fr Louis Davies and Idington Duff Anglin
and Mignault JJ
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There had been suggestions made of meeting for

settlement between the said company and appellant SAINT JOHN

In bringing that about there certainly was on the part

of appellants officers or some of them want of
Tii

courtesy in failing to notify the solicitor for the respond-

ent bank though he had specially so requested That

has justly given rise to much suspicion and charges THE HIEBARD

needless to consider herein

The solicitor for appellant drew up form of resolu-
Idington

tion to be passed by the directors of the Hibbard

Company authorizing one Gall who was treasurer of

said company to negotiate such settlement

The directors instead of adopting that form of

resolution passed one which in substance covered all

that was therein essential but varied in the essential

as to signing any regular and lawful agreement respect

ing such claims by adding to the words

giving full and final discharge for all payments made

the following

provided the same he paid into the Bank of British America according

to its rights of transfer and subrogation

This clearly to my mind was notice to the solicitor

of the fact that respondent had claim upon the

results The excuse of the solicitor is that he had

no concern with that but to produce resolution such

as would be agreeable to his clients instructions

cannot attribute any meaning to this provision

except that the respondent contends for in the first

place that it disclosed the rights of the respondent

or secondly which is much more destructive of the

appellants contentions that it knew of the said claims

having been definitely assigned to the respondent
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The information to the mind of solicitor directing

SENT JOHN
his attention to it inevitably must have been that

RLWAYC the respondent bank was entitled to receive the pro

THE
ceeds by virtue of transfer And that would in

BANK OF law be attributable to the appellant If it chose as
BRrrIsn
NORTH he says to take the matter into its own hand sand

AMERICA
AND he was impliedly directed to exclude that proTB HIBBARD
Co vision so much the worse for the appellant It either

Idingtonj was submitted to his clients or it was not If not

then the client is bound by his knowledge which to my
mind is conclusive If it was as suspect anticipated

by the client so much the worse for its contentions

In conclusion am of the opinion that the judg

ment appealed from is right

Having considered the authorities cited on the

question of notice to the solicitor and searched fur

ther find Gale Lewis and Tibbets George

worthy of consideration as of time antecedent

to our present state of the law when the equity rule

has precedence as it were

It was urged that the men at the back of this appeal

and litigation are those responsible as sureties to the

bank am unable to find how such an issue is pre

sented to us on the pleadings or necessarily arises

from anything therein

We might as well speculate on what might have

arisen if the Government of New Brunswick or His

Majesty on behalf of New Brunswick or the Attorney

General therof could have been in any form brought

into the case

We are only dealing with what is in due form brought

before us

think the appeal should be dismissed with costs

Q.B 73Q 107
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DUFF J.I am not satisfied that express notice in

writing within the statute was proved By applying SENT JOHN

the test which is now the settled test in all cases of

eonstructive notice think the proper conclusion is
ThE

that the officers of the railway company had before

them knowledge of facts which ought to have put

them on inquiry and that if they had acted TH HIBBARD

reasonable business prudence they would have learned Co

that the bank had an interest in the Hibbard Companys Duff

claim which made the assent of the bank an essential

condition of any valid settlement of that claim

may add think it is only fair to add that accept

Hansons testimony and have no doubt that he Mr
did not in fact realize what the nature of the banks

claim was

ANGLIN J.Mr Jones able argument failed to

convince me that there was error in the conclusions of

the Supreme Court of New Brunswick against which his

client appeals either as to the sufficiency of the assign

ment to the respondent bank or as to the existence of

constructive notice thereof to the appellant and its

effect Subsequent consideration of the evidence

has not disturbed the tentative views which had

formed upon these points at the conclusion of the

argument Substantially for the reasons assigned

by the learned Chief Justice of New Brunswick

would affirm the judgment quo

MIGNAULT J.This case comes to us without

dissenting opinion in the courts below and the finding

that sufficient notice was given to the appellant of

the transfer to the respondent of the claims of the
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Hibbard Company Limited against the appellant

SMNr JOHN
is unanimous one and is supported by the very

RLWAYCO carefully prepared judgments of Mr Justice Chandler

in the trial court and of Chief Justice HazØn in the

Appellate Court

1ORTK The whole circumstances of the case support this

Mr Hanson the solicitor of the appellant

had prepared form of resolution to be adopted by
Mignault the Hibbard Company for the settlement of the

claim it had against the appellant This resolution

was returned to him with the added words

provided the same be paid into the Bank of British North America

according to its rights of transfer and subrogation

In other words Mr Hanson was infonned that the

amount due by the appellant to the Hibbard Com

pany was to be paid into the bank because the latter

had rights of transfer and subrogation This could

only mean that the claim of the company had been

assigned to the bank and that the latter was subro

gated to the company for its collection

Mr Hanson objected to this and another resolution

the one originally prepared by Mr Hanson was

adopted omitting these words the result being that

Mr Gall under this resolution was able to get pay-

ment out of moneys due to the company and assigned

to the batik of his personal claim against the appellant

have no doubt that Mr Hanson acted in absolute

good faith for solicitors as rule object to any change

in resolutions drafted by them for the payment of

moneys by their clients the more so if the disposal of

the mOneys is by such changes made subject to

conditions or restrictions But the fact still remains

that the addition made to the first draft of the resolu

tion should have put Mr Hanson on inquiry as to
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what were the rights of transfer and subrogation of

the bank In plain English it stated that the bank

was transferee of the claim and was subrogated in

any right of recovery of the Hibbard Company
Mr Hanson could not close his eyes to this plain

intimation and make an unconditional settlement

with Mr Gall without running the risk of the TE HIBBARD

that has arisen from the action of Mr Gall in ifiegally
Co

paying himself out of moneys of which even under Mignault

Mr Hansons draft resolution he was trustee

The bank at the time of the trial was still creditor

of the Hibbard Company for more than $5000.00

and although it had possibly ample security it had

the right to receive any moneys due to the Hibbard

Company under the transfer the latter had made to it

feel that can really add nothing to the judgments

in the courts below and my opinion is to dismiss the

appeal with costs

Appeal dismissed with costs

Solicitor for the appellant Jones

Solicitor for the respondents fl Taylor
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